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Operating Instructions

Step 1
 In order to draw a handgun from the Safariland RDS 
Model 6360/6362/6365 holster, it is necessary to install it on 
a 2 ¼” (58mm) or 2” (50mm) wide duty belt.

Step 2
 Push down on thumb area, and, while holding thumb tab 
down, rotate SLS forward. The SLS “Strap” will automatically 
advance the optic cover forward. When placing the handgun 
in the holster, do not place finger in trigger guard, or near 
the trigger. Position trigger finger adjacent to, but away from 
the trigger and, if possible, support the tip of the finger on 
the front of the trigger guard. While inserting handgun in the 
holster, always place thumb over the hammer or behind the 
slide. Be certain handgun is thoroughly seated in holster with 
ejection port lock engaged with the ALS lever. Pull up slightly 
on the handgun to ensure ALS lock is engaged.

 CAUTION: This holster is designed to accommodate a 
handgun with an approved light system mounted to it. The 
holster retention system is designed to function optimally 
with the light installed on the handgun. To ensure proper 
functioning of the holster retention system, ensure that the 
approved light is installed on the handgun in accordance to 
the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Step 3
 After the handgun is properly seated in holster, rotate 
optic cover and SLS “strap” rearward over the hammer or 
back of the slide until the optic cover and SLS unit “click” 
into the locked position. This action should become very 
natural after practice. Steps 2 and 3 should be practices until 
one-handed holstering and securing of the thumb/hammer 
strap is smooth and natural.
 CAUTION: Never leave SLS hood in the rotated forward 
position. Any holster’s retention capabilities are severely 
diminished if SLS hood is in the rotated forward position.

Step 4
 To draw handgun, it is necessary to use a three-step 
process. First, while obtaining a shooting grip with trigger 
finger extended straight and, with thumb, press the thumb 
tab down to release SLS lock. Second, use the thumb to 
rotate SLS forward and clear of the handgun and hammer. 
The first and second operation can become one motion with 
practice and proper technique. Third, use thumb to move 
ALS injection port locking lever back enough for weapon to 
clear and draw handgun straight up. Caution: Be certain 
the rotating hood is clear of the handgun prior to drawing 
the handgun out of the holster. A bit of resistance should be 
encountered until handgun is released for holster seat.
 CAUTION: Prior to wearing the holster on duty, the user 
must accomplish draw from fully secured holster in less than 
two seconds while under simulated stress or a life-threaten-
ing situation. Have a partner time your surprise command to 
completed draw.
A handgun seated in a new holster will fit more tightly than 
after a reasonable, break-in period has occurred. Thus, the 
holster should not be used with a loaded handgun or on duty 
until the under two-second drawing standard indicated above 
is accomplished by the user. Should the holster remain tight 
after a reasonable break-in period, apply a liberal amount of 
common silicone spray to the inside of the holster. 
 CAUTION: Should the holster continue to bind or re-
main tight, cease use immediately. Contact Safariland’s 
Customer Care at (800) 347-1200

*Note - diagram from non-light holsters only
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